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Abstract
Privacy policies written in natural language are the predominant method that operators of websites and online services use to
communicate privacy practices to their users. However, these documents are infrequently read by Internet users, due in part to the length
and complexity of the text. These factors also inhibit the efforts of regulators to assess privacy practices or to enforce standards. One
proposed approach to improving the status quo is to use a combination of methods from crowdsourcing, natural language processing,
and machine learning to extract details from privacy policies and present them in an understandable fashion. We sketch out this vision
and describe our ongoing work to bring it to fruition. Further, we discuss challenges associated with bridging the gap between the
contents of privacy policy text and website users’ abilities to understand those policies. These challenges are motivated by the rich
interconnectedness of the problems as well as the broader impact of helping Internet users understand their privacy choices. They could
also provide a basis for competitions that use the annotated corpus introduced in this paper.
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1.

Introduction

Websites’ privacy policies are the common (if not nearly
pervasive) mechanism by which website operators inform
users how their data will be collected, protected, shared,
or otherwise processed. However, studies have shown that
the average Internet user reads few of the privacy policies
of websites they visit (Federal Trade Commission, 2012),
would need a substantial amount of time to do so, and even
then would have difficulty understanding what those policies mean (McDonald and Cranor, 2008). Moreover, the
length and complexity of these documents are a hindrance
to policy regulators who are tasked with assessing and enforcing compliance with legal and regulatory requirements.
These problems have led to the assessment that the current
“notice and choice” model of online privacy is broken (Reidenberg et al., 2014).
These impractical aspects of privacy policies pose a ripe
challenge that several efforts have tried to resolve. Some,
most notably P3P (W3C, 2006), have relied on voluntary
cooperation from website operators to provide formallyspecified data on their privacy practices, which are presented to users or applied to browser settings such as cookie
management. However, website operators have been hesitant to supply their privacy policies in a machine-readable

format, to the extent that P3P has not been widely adopted.
Other efforts, such as Terms of Service; Didn’t Read (Roy,
2016), have relied chiefly on volunteers to annotate privacy policies. This approach has limits as well, as it relies
solely on the attentiveness and dedication of its community
to function.
An opportunity exists for language technologies to provide some degree of automation to “bridge the gap” between privacy policies and their audiences. In some ways
this is a familiar problem domain; natural language processing on legal text is an active area of research and the
legal community has begun to recognize it as well (Mahler,
2015). However, the salience of the problem to the average
Internet user’s experience makes it unique among applications of natural language processing to legal text. Its timeliness to rising concerns about digital privacy is also a strong
motivating factor.
We report on the progress of the Usable Privacy Policy Project, an ongoing effort to use crowdsourcing, natural
language processing, and machine learning to extract key
information from privacy policy text and present that information to Internet users and policy regulators. We outline
our efforts to enlist human annotators—both crowdworkers and expert readers—to gather information from privacy
policy text. We have applied a fine-grained policy annota-
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Figure 1: The structure of our approach for processing website privacy policies.

tion procedure to a set of 115 privacy policies (267K words)
to label them with a total of 23K data practices, 128K practice attributes, and 103K annotated text spans. This corpus
of privacy policies is unprecedented in its size and detail,
and we plan to release it to the research community to encourage exploration of this topic. Finally, we describe several research challenges for automating the annotation and
analysis of privacy policies. These problems are motivated
by the status quo in usable online privacy and the potential
broader impacts of improving language technologies.

2.

Making Privacy Policies Usable

The Usable Privacy Policy Project1 (Sadeh et al., 2013)
is an NSF-funded Frontier Project with the goals of automatically or semi-automatically extracting key details from
privacy policy text, presenting those details to Internet users
in formats that respond to their needs, and enabling largescale privacy policy analysis to inform regulators and key
policymakers. We concentrate below on the aspects of the
project that are most relevant to language technologies, to
motivate the challenges we wish to share with this research
community.
Figure 1 illustrates our overall approach to processing
privacy policy text. We assume no cooperation on the part
of website operators; thus our pipeline begins with website
privacy policies as they are generally presented to users, in
natural language with some HTML markup. Each privacy
policy is downloaded, sanitized to remove extraneous page
elements, and then (if appropriate for later stages) divided
into segments that roughly correspond to paragraphs. Privacy policies or policy segments are then annotated with
information on privacy practices using a combination of
human annotators and automatic methods currently under
development. We are improving this stage incrementally,
by first gathering data from policies with the help of human
annotators and then using that data to train models that predict aspects of policy contents. Over time, we expect to
increasingly automate the annotation process, limiting the
need for human annotators to tasks where human judgement is strictly necessary.
Finally, the results of the annotation process must be
presented to Internet users and policy regulators in ways
that are responsive to their needs. Our project is developing
browser plugins that will show users the privacy practices
1
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of websites as they visit them. This is inspired in part by
prior work on privacy nutrition labels (Kelley et al., 2009)
and privacy profiles (Liu et al., 2014), recognizing the substantial challenges to showing users information about privacy practices. Our team has also developed a data exploration website to showcase the results of some of our annotations. We introduce this site in the next section. The
intended outcomes of this project include a transfer of technologies and analysis results to industry, regulators, and
policymakers, to ensure a lasting impact of the work.

3.

Collecting Information from Privacy
Policies

We have taken a two-pronged approach to human annotation of privacy policy contents, by creating a questionbased annotation tool for crowdworkers and a fine-grained
annotation tool for expert annotators. We describe both below and explain the future intersection of these approaches.

3.1.

Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is a well-recognized method of solving
problems that are difficult for computers but easy for humans (Quinn and Bederson, 2011). However, Internet users
interpret privacy policies only with great difficulty (Jensen
and Potts, 2004; McDonald and Cranor, 2008), potentially
ruling out crowdsourcing for this problem. To overcome
this limitation, we investigated the accuracy of crowdworkers’ answers to questions about privacy policies when multiple workers’ answers are aggregated.
Figure 2 shows the interface of our privacy policy annotation tool for crowdworkers. For the task, crowdworkers
read the text of a privacy policy, answered nine multiplechoice questions about the privacy practices that it described, and highlighted the text that answered each question. Ten crowdworkers completed this task for each policy, and we experimented with aggregating their answers
for each question using a confidence threshold: if the fraction of annotators who chose the most popular answer to
a question about a privacy policy was no less than a specified percentage, that answer was designated the crowd’s
answer. If the most popular answer did not meet the percentage, then it was deemed that the crowd had not produced an answer. Varying the threshold thus permitted tuning for only high agreement answers (high threshold) or for
broad coverage (low threshold). Separately, we also experimented with using a logistic regression model to predict
which paragraphs were relevant to each question. We highlighted these paragraphs for crowdworkers and measured
their impact on workers’ accuracy, speed, and confidence.
Our results showed that requiring a high level of agreement produced relatively high accuracy while retaining
substantial coverage (Wilson et al., 2016). For example,
setting the threshold at 80% agreement resulted in crowd
answers for 69% of question-policy pairings and 96% of
those answers matched experts’ interpretations. We also
observed a slight increase in task completion speed with the
provision of relevance highlights, without a negative impact on accuracy. Moreover, in an exit survey, annotators
who used the interface with highlights expressed greater
ease with understanding legal texts than annotators who did

Figure 2: The policy annotation tool for crowdworkers.

not see highlights. This suggests that the task is easier for
crowdworkers when highlights are provided, and providing
them may reduce fatigue and increase endurance for similar
labeling tasks.
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Expert Annotation

The crowdworker annotation tool collected answers to
simple questions about privacy policies, and a need remains
for annotations that better capture the nuances of privacy
practices. Solving this entirely with crowdworkers is highly
complex and challenging: even after defining a sufficiently
fine-grained annotation scheme, the task is too intricate to
give to crowdworkers and interdependencies within it must
be discovered to decompose it. Thus, we created a finegrained annotation tool and enlisted expert workers (graduate students in law) to annotate a set of privacy policies.
We are planning for an initial release of a corpus of 115 privacy policies plus annotations on the Usable Privacy Policy
Project website (URL in Footnote 1). The next steps will
be to identify annotation subtasks that can be automated
and other subtasks that are suitable for crowdsourcing.
The intent of the fine-grained annotation scheme is to
capture the relationship between the data practices (i.e., axioms about how a website user’s data is collected, shared,
or otherwise applied) intended by a privacy policy and the
specific segments of text that express those practices. Each
data practice belongs to one of ten categories that broadly
express its genus:
1. First Party Collection/Use
2. Third Party Sharing/Collection
3. User Choice/Control
4. User Access, Edit and Deletion

6. Data Security
7. Policy Change

9. International and Specific Audiences
10. Other
Each of these ten categories is associated with a set of
attributes, and each attribute is associated with a set of potential values. For example, User Choice/Control has five
attributes: Choice Type, Choice Scope, Personal Information Type, Purpose, and User Choice. An attribute may
be required (the annotator must select a value for the attribute when creating a practice) or optional (since policies
are sometimes vague). Crucially, most values are required
to be associated with a span of text in the privacy policy.
Figure 3 shows the interface of the fine-grained annotation tool. Expert workers read one policy segment at a
time. To create a data practice, the annotator first selects a
category and then, for each attribute, specifies a text span
(by clicking and dragging) and a value. For example, Figure 3 shows a partly instantiated User Choice/Control practice: Opt-in is the selected value for Choice Type, and it is
associated with the highlighted span of text in the policy
fragment. A value has been selected for attribute Purpose
as well, though its text span is not shown. Values have not
yet been selected for three attributes, though the lack of an
asterisk by attribute User Type indicates it is optional.
We have collected annotations for a set of 115 website
privacy policies. Websites were selected to represent diverse coverage of sectors (e.g., entertainment, e-commerce,

Figure 3: The fine-grained policy annotation tool, for expert annotators.

Figure 4: Viewing a sample policy on the data exploration site.

reference, education, etc.) and levels of popularity (as determined by Alexa.com rankings). Each website was annotated by three expert workers who worked independently.
The annotated corpus represents an unprecedented survey of online privacy practices as well as a unique, specialized language resource. In aggregate, the privacy policies
consist of 267K words, and the expert workers produced
23K data practices, 128K practice attributes, and 103K annotated text spans associated with those attributes. No-

tably these counts of annotations represent unconsolidated
work—i.e., from three expert workers—and their annotations exhibit some variation. We are exploring several alternatives for identifying and consolidating redundant practices, which is a nontrivial problem because of the complexity of the annotation scheme and thus the variety of modes
of divergence.
Finally, Figure 4 is a screenshot of a data exploration

website2 that we have created to showcase the annotations
for the set of 115 website privacy policies. The website allows users to search the collection of privacy policies for
specific websites and browse the privacy practices annotated by the expert workers. It also identifies the sectors
that a website belongs to, as categorized by DMOZ,3 , and
allows the user to compare it to its peers in the same sector.

4.

Challenges for the Research Community

The corpus of 115 annotated policies is intended to be
a resource for research in natural language processing, usable privacy, and policy analysis. To this end, we challenge
these research communities to investigate a family of problems related to the automated analysis of privacy policies.
These problems are well-motivated by established topics in
natural language processing as well as the difficulties of the
“notice and choice” model of online privacy in its current
form. Solving them will be progress toward helping Internet users understand how their personal information is used
and what choices they can make about that usage. Additionally, policy regulators and creators will have tools to
help them monitor compliance with laws and detect trends
that require action.
A central challenge of this research direction is the
need to annotate privacy policies in a scalable, cost-efficient
manner. We have already observed how machine learning
can be used to guide human annotators’ efforts; for example, the automatically-generated paragraph highlights made
the crowdsourcing task (Figure 2) easier for workers. We
have also performed preliminary experiments with machine
learning to determine that policy segments can be classified automatically for their relevance to practice categories
in the fine-grained annotation scheme. These are steps toward a goal of limiting the need for human annotators to
small, self-contained tasks that are optimal for crowdsourcing while natural language processing and machine learning take care of the bulk of the analysis. An ambitious (but
not completely unreasonable) goal will be to eliminate the
need for human annotators altogether. By producing confidence ratings alongside data practice predictions, an automated system could account for its shortcomings by stating
which predictions are very likely to be correct and deferring
to crowdworkers for predictions that lack firmness.
We propose that the automatic annotation of privacy
policies with data practices is a suitable problem for a competitive challenge, and the challenge will advance the state
of the art in applicable language technologies. Our corpus
of 115 annotated policies contains data that can serve as a
gold standard for evaluating solutions. The problem is decomposable into two interrelated subproblems:
• Prediction of segment relevance to categories: Given
a segment of privacy policy text and one of the ten
practice categories, can an automated system predict
whether the segment contains a practice belonging to
the category? Similarly, can an automated system delimit one or more subsegments of text that correspond
with individual data practices?
2
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• Prediction of values for practice attributes: Given a
segment of policy text and the knowledge that it contains a data practice in a specified category, can an automated system predict the values of the practice’s attributes? Similarly, can it identify the text associated
with each of those values?
Methods from information retrieval, semantic parsing,
coreference resolution, and named entity recognition are
particularly relevant to these problems, although a functioning system may use a broad range of methods that we do not
immediately anticipate. A sufficiently large space exists for
potential solutions that the research community could benefit from an organized challenge as part of a workshop or
similar event.
Finally, we are also actively working on or are interested
in solving several problems that the corpus will enable us
to investigate:
• Consolidation of annotations from multiple workers:
Under what criteria do a pair of non-identical data
practices produced by two annotators refer to the same
underlying axiom in the text? Criteria may be observable (i.e., present in the practices’ attributes or text
spans) or latent (depending on factors such as policy
ambiguity or vagueness, which may cause two annotations of an axiom to be divergent without either being
in error).
• Recombination of data practices into a cohesive body
of knowledge about a privacy policy: How do data
practices for a privacy policy relate to each other? The
answer to this is not contained chiefly in the annotations. For example, two data practices may appear
to contradict each other even though they do not, because the reconciliation cannot be represented by the
annotation scheme, and thus it is absent from the annotations. Inconsistencies, generalizations, and implications are other examples of potential relationships
between data practices. Adding expressiveness to the
annotation scheme comes with the tradeoff of greater
complexity.
• Summarization and simplification: Can the text of a
privacy policy be shortened or reworded so that the
average Internet user can understand it? A simple test
for content equivalence is whether an annotation procedure (by humans or automated methods) produces
the same set of data practices for the simplified text
and the original text. In practice, Internet users have
already demonstrated limited patience with text-based
privacy policies, but this problem is nevertheless motivated by the broader goal of making complex texts
easier to understand.
• Optimizing the balance between human and automated methods for privacy policy annotation: Human annotators and automated annotation both have
strengths and weaknesses. The ideal combination in
an annotation system will depend on the necessary
level of confidence in the annotations and the availability of resources. These resources include human

annotators, computational power, and training data to
create computational models.
• Identifying sectoral norms and outliers: Within a sector (e.g., websites for financial services or news), how
can we identify typical and atypical practices? A bank
website that collects users’ health information, for example, would be atypical. When an atypical practice is
found, when should it be a cause for concern (or commendation)? Can we recommend websites in a given
sector based on an Internet user’s expressed privacy
preferences?
• Identifying trends in privacy practices: The activities
that Internet users perform online continue to evolve,
and with that evolution the mechanisms for collecting, using, and sharing their data are subject to change.
The Internet of Things (IoT) provides a potent example, as sensors collect and share progressively larger
amounts of sensitive data. Finding trends in privacy
practices will help guide policy regulators to focus
their attention on emerging issues.

5.

Conclusion

We have described progress toward making privacy
policies usable, for the benefit of Internet users, regulators,
and policymakers. Additionally, we have presented a rich
set of challenges for the research community, engaging efforts in crowdsourcing, natural language processing, and
machine learning. The corpus of privacy policy annotations
introduced in this paper could also provide a basis for one
or more competitions in this area.
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